SUPERIOR VIEWS
Exploring the shores of Canada’s greatest lake

EAT. PLAY. REPEAT
Fall food and fun in WHISTLER

Weekend getaways BOSTON or NANTUCKET

STANLEY PARK, ONTARIO’S FRENCH RIVER AND MORE
BEANTOWN
Boisterous Boston or elegant Nantucket: exploring

"I WANT TO GO BACK IN TIME so that I can court Mary Dyer!" proclaims tour guide Brian Burgess, sounding like Sid, the goofball sloth from the Ice Age movies. Dyer, the Quaker who refused to accept the Puritan decree that men’s souls were more valuable than women’s, was hanged from the Great Elm in Boston Common in 1660.

My Boston tour began at the Common, where the wiry young Irish-Catholic Burgess sang for his supper. Actually, it was closer to shouting, but in a good way. He was being theatrical, informative and amusing for a gaggle of tourists following his city’s fabled Freedom Trail, which I had never explored before. I’d been to Boston several times for business or social reasons, but never just to soak up its history. In light of the city’s resilience after the marathon bombing, exploring the city’s past is worth a trip.

From the Common itself, founded in 1634 as a place to gather, graze sheep, stage militia drills, bury paupers and hang heretics from the Great Elm, to the Old State House a few blocks away where Samuel Adams and his fellow Sons of Liberty incited the Tea Party in 1773, the trail reminds you of what made American democracy so daring and principled.

"I love Sam Adams!" shouts Burgess as we stand near Adams’ faded tomb in a centuries-old cemetery hemmed in by modern office buildings. "He was wicked genius! He was the agitator, the propagandist, the spin doctor, the mouth of the Revolution!"

After walking us around the historic soul of Boston for two hours, Burgess more than earns his tips, which is what he works solely for — with an innovative American collective of storytellers called "Free Tours by Foot." (You can also join them in New York, New Orleans and Washington, D.C., among other
Autumn adds splashes of colour to Boston’s skyline (TOP), while a visit to the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum showcases the works of renowned artists from the famed Bostonian’s art collection year-round (BOTTOM).

images of Madonna and child abound in her collection. On the ground floor of the four-storey museum, which Gardner modelled after a Venetian palace with a serene interior courtyard, is a chapel featuring a dead knight. Gardner asked to be laid in state just outside the chapel when she died at the age of 84. Grief infuses this collection of wonderful art; it speaks to the wounded soul.

I also visit the library bearing the name of another great female of Boston’s past, Mary Baker Eddy, who founded the medicine-averse sect Christian Science, its reading rooms and, at the age of 87, its excellent newspaper. The library — a quick cab ride from the Gardner and the Museum of Fine Arts — includes the Mapparium, a three-storey stained glass globe, which you can stand inside, agape, as if at the centre of the world.

What remains constant is the sheer beauty of the island, with its sweeping seagrass and flourishing bird life. The Wauwinet, a 32-room hotel 13 kilometres out of town, offers a glimpse of the island’s natural environment. A getaway made in heaven, for honeymoons or anniversaries or just time away from the rat race, the beautifully appointed yet cozy inn lies on a narrow peninsula between Nantucket Sound and the open Atlantic, with views of the sunset from its grassy lawns.

You can explore Nantucket’s rich history at the Whaling Museum, which is by far the most interesting destination in town.

Cobblestone streets abound (TOP), while the Whaling Museum (MIDDLE) explores the island’s links to the Atlantic Ocean (ABOVE).
In light of the city’s resilience after the marathon bombing, exploring the city’s past is well worth a trip.

cities.) The tour ends at Faneuil Hall — now home to a cornucopia of innovative food stalls (see “Street eats” sidebar) — built by Peter Faneuil, Boston’s wealthiest bachelor in 1742.

Following the tour, I stop at another wealthy Bostonian’s landmark building, famed art collector Isabella Gardner’s stunning museum, which has just been revamped. The Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum sits a stone’s throw from Boston’s sprawling and impressive Museum of Fine Arts, but proves a much more powerful art-going experience. This was Gardner’s personal assemblage of Titians, Raphaels, Vermeers, even Rembrandts, which she acquired travelling across the world after the death of her only son in the 1860s. Rather poignantly,
THERE'S A BIT OF ADVENTURE in getting to Nantucket, the famed 19th-century island whaling community turned well-heeled resort town off Massachusetts' coast, by air. From Boston's Logan Airport you board a plane that's roughly the size of a Cessna, and judder out across the Atlantic for 45 minutes before landing at Nantucket's cedar-shingled airport.

When I see Cape Air's tarmac personnel fit a fellow passenger's suit bag into a pocket on the plane's wing, I almost bolt for a car rental agency so that I can drive down to Hyannis and board a ferry, but expediency overcomes cowardice. I keep my eyes shut for the duration, and miss seeing the crescent-shaped island, as well as its cousins, Martha's Vineyard and Cape Cod. I also miss any chance of spying a sperm whale heaving out of the deep.

The Brant Point Lighthouse (above) on Nantucket is part of the island's unique maritime culture, examples of which pervade the upscale retreat.

What I don't see upon arrival are hordes of tourists. Nantucket quiets dramatically in autumn, leaving you to enjoy beach walks and 48 kilometres of cycling paths with scarcely a soul in sight, but for the odd playful grey seal. The "year-rounders," as Nantucket residents call themselves, largely inhabit the mid-island, virtually shattering the elegant, cobblestoned downtown near the ferry harbour just after Halloween. When merchants amassed fortunes in the early 19th century by harvesting and refining whale oil, they built the gorgeous town core.

For a time, Nantucket's wealth was extraordinary, but its ticket to affluence also engendered a unique culture. Most men went whaling, for three to five years at a time, leaving behind them an island of women who ran all the businesses and conducted the governance. Meanwhile, because the men had so much downtime while they bobbed...
up and down at sea in pursuit of their quarry, they became the basket weavers and embroiderers, decorating whalebone corsets and other parlour trinkets for their ladies.

You can explore Nantucket’s rich history at the Whaling Museum, which is by far the most interesting destination in town if you don’t feel like shopping for cashmere, candy and antiques. Regardless, Nantucket’s past and present are an interesting contrast: its culture, so well-preserved in its museum and in hundreds of cedar-shingled houses all over the island with names such as Ab-Cale and Nickanorse, has otherwise been displaced by resort culture. When the whaling industry collapsed in the 1830s, the town population shrank from 10,000 to 4,000. After that, it was gradually built up again by affluent Bostonians seeking summer homes and has, in recent years, become a destination of the very rich.

I don’t see hordes of tourists, for Nantucket quiets dramatically in autumn, leaving me to enjoy beach walks and cycling paths with scarcely a soul in sight.
NANTUCKET

In the autumn, after a long walk in windy silence, you can sit in the fire-warmed library decorated with charming Americana antiques, and sample complimentary port and cheese. There's a low-key spa, free bicycles and shuttles to town and a splendid restaurant named Topper's, after the owner's dog. It serves some of the best food I've ever had — an appetizer of foie gras on savoury French toast, followed by sous vide short ribs with pears and traditional Nantucket "brown bread" made with molasses.

Nantucket is the Wampanoag American Indian name for "the faraway land," and when you sit on the Atlantic shore, between cranberry bogs and scalloping boats, watching seals beneath a searingly blue October sky, you feel dreamily faraway indeed. It makes the nerve-racking voyage to the island getaway well worth the effort.

Journalist Patricia Pearson (pearsonspost.com) just completed her forthcoming book Bright Shore — to be published in spring 2014 — about extraordinary experiences of death and dying.

The luxurious Wauwinet, a 32-room hotel 13 kilometres out of town on Nantucket (top), offers a glimpse of the island's natural environment, with panoramic views of the Atlantic (above).

View an interactive map of the Boston walking tour from this feature at mag.cangeo.ca/sept13/boston-nantucket.
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